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Regents approve reorganization; SMC fails to show
By JODY JIVIDEN

Reporter
CHARLESTON The Board of Regents
(BOR) approved Tuesday an academic
reorganization at Marshall ihat changed the
name of two university colleges and the
Department of Journalism.
The Save Marshall Coalition (SMC),
hoping to present its petition calling for the
resignation of MU President Robert B.
Hayes, did not have a representative at the
meeting for the second straight month.
Don Wilson of the SMC said he contacted
BOR student representative Buddy Watson,

Students given
opportunities
to talk to Hayes

Marshall University students will have an
opportunity to engage in "an open dialogue"
with President Robert B.Hayes, through a
series of breakfasts coordinated by the Office
of Student Life.
These informal breakfasts were established "so that students could have another way
of communicating with Dr. Hayes," said
Mary Ann Thomas, associate dean of
student life. The first of these affairs was held
Thursday in the president's dining room in
Memorial Student Center (MSC).
Stx students were initially chosen at
random to attend the breakfast, however,
this system is being changed. Several of the
selected students could not attend due to
conflicts, according to Thomas. Students
interested in attending one of the breakfasts
should turn in their names to her office,
MSC Room 2W22.
Thomas labeled the first breakfast a
"success." "The students really seemed to be
interested in expressing their views," she
said. "They discussed registration, housing,
f od sev1ce, campus communication and
many other subjects with Dr. Hayes. The
students had some legitimate criticisms, and
by hearing these, Dr. Hayes and Iare better
able to explain things to them, " Thomas
continued.
She said that students and Hayes expressed pleasure with the success of the first
breakfast. Thomas said she hopes, however,
to vary the locations of the events.

Wednesday
Dateline...

Cold

Snow or flumes will end today, but
develop again tomght and continue
tomorrow. Very cold temperatures are
predicted with lows from 4-14 and highs in
the teens to mid 20s. Lows tonight will range
from zero to 16. Tomorrow's highs will be in
the 20s and low 30s.
Sub-freezing temperatures crept into the
Midwest and Northest yesterday in the wake
of asnowstorm that snarled traffic, forced
hundreds of schools to close and claimed the
lives of at least a dozen persons in three
states.
Snow continued to fall across Ohio, where
three deaths were reported, and the entire
state was under a travelers advisory in the
aftermath of the season's worst storm. A
heavy snow warning was in effect for the
northeastern corner.
In northern Kentucky, some schools were
closed while classes at others were dismissed
early as icy pavements and blowing snow
snarled traffic in the state's urban centers.

who was supposed to call Wilson back.
However, Wilson said Watson never did.
Wilson said he is gong to call Watson,
student body president at West Virginia
University (WVU), in MOrgantown tommorrow. He said he contacted Watson
instead of BOR Chancellor Ben L. Morton
because he knew Watson and "It's always
easier to talk to somebody you know."
In other action directly concerning
Marshall, the BOR deferred to its next
meeting an item that would alter the Student
Code of Conduct and approved changes in
four degree titles..

The BOR also heard a report from
members of the West Virginia University
(WVU) engineering department about converting to coal energy at state colleges,
discussed anew public television station, and
recommended a public forum for Morgantown residents who are upset about the
proposed site for the new WVU football
stadium.
(See related story on page two.)
Effective immediately, the College of
Business and Applied Sciences will be
renamed the College of Business and the
College of Arts and Sciences will be renamed

the College of Liberal Arts. The College of
Science was created last July.
The Department of Journalism will be
renamed the School of Journalism, also
effective immediately.
Effective July I, the Departments of Art
and Music will be transferred from the
College of Education to the College of
Liberal Arts, and the Department of
Economics will be transferred from the
College of Liberal Arts to the college of
Business.
ASchool of Nursing will be created in the
School of Medicine, with its dean accoun-

table to Dr. Robert Coon, vice president and
dean of the medical school.
The four degree title changes all involve
two-year Community College programs.
An associate program in criminal justice
was changed to apolitical science program
offering an associate in applied science
degree. Three associate in science degree
programs were changed and now offer an
associate in applied science degree. They
were in accounting, retailing and secretarial
studies.
The Student Code of Conduct item
involved altering the code to be in compliancewith last spring's state Supreme

Court ruling entitling a student to have a
lawyer with him or her at hearings where the
student could be suspended or expelled.
WVU engineers said it would cost $32
million to convert state college buildings to
burn coal. A$6 million increase in operating
expenses will occur 1f the change is made.
The public television station, VHF
channel 11 in the Charleston-Huntington
area, will presumably be operated by the
state Educational Broadcasting Authority,
according to Dr. lien L. Morton, BOR
chancellor.
Morton said several commercial interests
had also applied for the station.

All univers11y residence halls will officially
close for the Christmas break at 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 20. Students must leave
campus 24 hours after their last exam during
finals week, according to anotice from the
s,iudent housing department.
· International students needing housing
are to contact Judy Miller, international
·student adviser, in Prichard Hall Room 120
where applications for holiday housing off
campus are available.
Robert E. Yeager, coordinator of student
housing, said ameeting will be held Dec. 14
with the superintendent of buildings and
grounds to decide cleaning and repairs in the
dorm during the break.
Yeager stated that, "rooms may be

checked for lounge furmture, but a notice
would be given before students go home."
Reliable sources say South Hall's mail
system might be reorganized during the
holidays. However, Yeager said no drastic
changes would be made until next year.
According to Yeager, the main problems are
a lack of office workers and the physical
distribution of the mail.
Yeager said, an area of Twin Towers East
lounge will be partitioned off with glass to
create astudy area, and the carpeting will be
removed and replaced with parquet flooring.
Yeager said new drapes will be put in
South Hall lounges on the first and ninth
floors as well as in the cafeteria and Hodges
Hall lounge.

The number of students living in dormitories has decreased from 91.5 per cent to
89 per cent since the beginning of the
semester, according to Warren Myers,
director of auxiliary services.
According to Myers, the drop is part of an
annual pattern that results from students
withdrawing and dropping out of school.
Other students who have fulfilled the
required two years residency move out of the
dorms for various reasons, adding to the
annual drop. For instance, many students are more
independently inclined and get their own
apartments. •Other students move to their
own living quarters due to the university's
requirements that dormitory students must
pay for the cafeteria food service. "The food
service situation is completely out of our ft he
umversity's) hands. We are under the
bonding contract which states that all
students that don't live at home or commute

to and from school must live in the dorms for
the first t\\'o years and pay for the food
service. The policy cannot be changed until
the bonds are paid off, which 1s not until
1997," Myers said.
Current dorm occupancy rates are West
Hall, 96 per cent; Laidley Hall, 90 per cent;
South Hall, 87 per cent; Hodges Hall, 80 per
cent; Twin Towers West, 97 per cent; and
Iwin Towers East, 94 per cent.
Myers also said the university would
probably be interested in some kind of
alternative program when the bonds are paid
off.
It is not unnatural for students to react
unfavorably to the provisions of the housing
contract, he said. "Whenever avery definite
set of rules are imposed on agroup of people
as large as acollege student body, there are
bound to be those who oppose part of, or all
of, those rules," he added.

Holidays to be used
for dorm repairs
~

Icy Blast

The long, lonely walk to class became
longer and lonelier when yesterday's
freezing temperatures, snow and bitter
winds hit Huntington.

l'lk,co ~1 MARK PAXTON

Proposed gas rate increase
ITlay cause MU budget change
contingency in case of any surprises like
this."
Egnatoff said he expects the increase to go
through, though he doesn't know exactly
when.
Columbia, which serves 215,000 residential. industrial and commercial customers in
the state, said the increase would amount to
$6.1 million in added yearly revenue, or an
over-all increase of 3.6 per cent.

Dorm tenancy rate
part of annual pattern

Aproposed rate increase by Columbia
Gas last week could mean some budget
reshuffling for Marshall to meet the bill
according to Joseph C. Peters, vicepresident of financial affairs.
·"We'll have trouble coming up with the
money," Peters said, "but we'll just have to
grin and bear it." Pete;s said reshuffling
would have to be done in the current
expenses category to pay for the bill if the
hike is approved. The current expenses
category covers gas and electricity bills,
retirement matching funds and $80,000 for
the statewide computer network.
Karl J. Egnatoff, vice-president for
administration, said the current expenses
category increased 10.3 per cent this fiscal
year partly due to aprevious Columbia Gas
rate hike last September. Marshall's gas bill
last fiscal year totaled $145,010, according to
Egnatoff.
The utility filed the rates to take effect Jan.
2. However, usual procedu:e would be for
the Public Service Commission (PSC) to
suspend the increase 120 days from that date
to allow time for investigation and hearing.
No PSC order suspending the increase or
setting a hearing has yet been issued,
according to John F. Pleasants, district
manager for Columbia Gas.
Pleasants said a hearing by the PSC is
"entirely possible," and he expects to hear
from the PSC before Jan. 2. Pleasants said

the proposed hike 1s due to increases in taxes,
labor co§ts, interest costs and other
operating costs.
If the increase is approved, Egnatoff says,
"since we can't change the budget we're in
now, ·we'll just have to try to absorb it
through other means mainly conservation."

"We have two objectives in heating the
buildings," Egnatoff said. "First, we want to
provide alivable climate for the occupants,
and secondly, we want to protect the
building so we won't have problems with
pipes freezing and breaking."
"One alternative we could have would be
to shut everything down between semesters.
And, during these mild spells, like the one we
had afew days ago, we could shut everything
off rather than just turn things down."
Egnatoff said, "If the increase goes into
effect before June I, Marshall can take care
of it because we always try to plan for some

Students receiving financial aid through
Marshall's work-study program will not be
given an anticipated minimum wage raise,
according to Jack L. Toney, assistant
director of financial aid.
According to a recent Supreme Court
decision, federal wage and hour laws do not
apply to public colleges and universities. A
raise to $2.65 would not be equitable to MU
due to a lack of funding until alater date,
Toney said.
Government funding for Marshall,
already calculated for the fiscal year from
July I, 1977, to June 30, 1978, includes

funding for the work-study program based
on the student's present salary of $2.30 an
hour.
If students were to receive araise, it would
shorten work schedules, leaving the university with little or no help at the end of the year
and draining the funds set up for off-campus
work-study programs for the summer.
"Marshall is the only school in the state
that pays minimum wage," said Toney.
Hopefully MU will receive an increase of
funds in July, allowing student employes an
increase at that lime, he said.

vice-president and dean of student affairs.
Stamp also cited Dickerson's refusal to
accept ademotion and salary cut as aresult
of the reorganization.
Fisher and Dr. Olen E. Jones, executive
vice-president, refused to comment on the
decision to dismiss Dickerson, saying it was
a "personnel matter." However, Dennis J.
Montrella, associate dean for student experiential services, said, "What it boiled
down to was that in any kind of business or
organization you have to work with one
another and Charles could not work effectively With most of the other people in
student service administration."
Fisher did respond to a question on the
student view of the decision to dismiss
Dickerson. "Some students said that they
wanted, him to stay." Fisher contends that
student opinion was considered in the
decision.
On Aug. 19, Dr. Richard W. Waite, who
had been appointed associate dean of

student development, resigned to take a
position as dean of student services at Ohio
Dominican College, Columbus, Ohio. A10year university employe, Waite had received
a $2,700 cut in salary as a result of the
reorganization, according to an Aug. 11,
Parthenon story.
Waite told areporter last summer he had
no conflict with the reorganization, but that
he had determined there was really no place
for him to go at Marshall.
His successor, Kenneth E. Blue, who had
worked under Wa11e's direction since 1970,
stated, "My understandng is that he was
looking for his own type of ashow, and he
found something he liked."
Blue received a23 per cent pay raise with
the promotion, increasing his $16,560 salary
of a year ago to $20,400, according to the
MlJ Expenditure Plan for Personal Services
for fiscal vear ending June 30, 1978.
Janr .ewicz, associate dean of students,
wa• .t to resign. Her resignation became

effective Sept. 15, when she left to attend the
University of Pittsburgh in pursuit of a
doctoral degree.
Fisher would not respond to questions
concerning apossible cut in pay for Bilewicz
had she stayed, saying it was a"personnel
matter." Jones, however,said she would not
have received asalary cut as aresult of the
reorganization.
The most recent resignation was that of
Sam Cardea, international student director.
Cardea, who also directed freshman orientation, resigned to take ajob in the community.
With the resignations and newly created
positions, several new employes have arrived
on campus and some older ones have new
titles.
Dickerson has been replaced by De.Wayne
Lyles, director of human relations. Lyles
said he heard about the position through his
father-in-law, Marvin Billups, Affirmative

Action Officer at Marshall. Lyles will
receive asalary of $16,536 per year, acut of
$24 from the $16,560 Dickerson was paid,
according to the expenditure plan.
The new position of associate dean of
student development from which Waite
resigned has been filled by Blue. A
replacement for Bilewicz has not been hired,
while Cardea was replaced by Judith J.
Miller. Miller was hired Oct. 24 as
international student adviser.
Mary Ann Thomas arrived on campus
Oct. 15 to assume duties as associate dean of
student life. Dennis J. Montrella, former
director of student financial aid, has been
working since early August as associate dean
of experiential services.
Thomas and Montrella receive salaries of
$20,112 and $21.120, respectively. Montrella
received a 15 per cent raise this year,
according to the expend11ure plan.
Also new on campu·s1s Ann E. Zanzig who
directs the office of residence life. This

"Since we can't change the
budget we're in now, wfll just
have to try to absorb it through
other means mainly conservation.~Karl J. Egnatoff

Minimum wage hike
won't aftect work study

Last issue Friday

The final fall issue of The Parthenon will
be published Friday. according to editor
Paul E. Page.
Page said Tuesday that any students, staff
or faculty who have announcements or story
ideas should contact The Parthenon offices
at 696-6696 before Thursday. The final news
deadline 1s noon Thursday.
The Parthenon will resume publication on
the morning of Thursday. Jan. 19 under the
editorship of Mark A. Paxton, Huntington
senior, said William C. Rogers, Parthenon
advisor.
In addition, The Pleasure Guide, aspecial
;~sue of The Parthenon devoted to entertainnent news and features about Marshall and
the Tri-State area, will be published Mon·day.

Personnel reshuffling causes wage cuts, raises
By DA VE WHITE

For The Parthenon
Editor's note: This is the second of athreepart series on the reorganization of student
affairs. Today's segment examines personnel changes.
After the imtial resignation of Dr. Richard
G. Mund in March, Marshall was to lose
four other administrators from the student
affairs area within the next half year.
In May, Associate Dean of Students
Charles E. Dickerson was informed by
President Robert B.Hayes that his services
would no longer be needed. Dickerson was
to be out of his office by Aug. I. He appealed
the dismissal to the Board of Regents(BOR),
but the board supported Hayes.
According to aSept. 7, Parthenon article,
BOR Appeals Committee chairman
Frederick Stamp said the reasons for the
dismissal were primarily due to Dickerson's
lack of confidence in Dr. Richard G. Fisher,

position was created by the removal of the
housing office from student affairs. Staffing.
programing and environment will be
handled by Zanzig, according to Fisher,
while. the fiscal and physical duties of
housing were placed under administrative
services.
Zanzig will receive $15,000 per year for her
work with the residence halls. according to
the expenditure plan.
New to Student Affairs but not to the
campus 1s Rita A. Mann, student conduct
director. Mann previously worked in the
College of Arts and Sciences office before
taking the responsibility of enforcing the
student code of conduct and conducting
d1seiphnary proceedings.
Mann is salaried on a nine-month basis
and will be paid $9,252, according to the
plan.
Tomo_rrow's segment will consider possible effects of these personnel changes on
student life..
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Interchange

Off-Campus briefs
Mil er accuses operators
of trying to break union

Aspace dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university community
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Virginia, "to be with our Creek, near Charleston, told the
members."
"Effective Dec. 6, 1977, the
Although about half of the story:
UM Wbenefit trusts will not be
nation's caol production ceased able to pay bills for any covered
with the expiration at 12:01 a.m. · medical services."
of the UMW-BCOA contract, no
trustees also announced
shortages were expected. Major thatThe81,819
miners may
utilities and steel producers get reducedretired
checks
reported stockpiles sufficient for beginning nextpension
month while
about IOO days. Miller has said a another 6,000 pensioners,
whose
three-month strike was likely. benefits come under a second
As expected, trustees of the trust fund, will receive thetr usual
UMW Health and Retirement check.
Funds announced a cutoff in
health benefits for about 815,000
miners and retired miners and
their dependents.
The funds are financed
through company-paid royalties
on coal production.
Ahand-printed sign on the DALLAS-Tony Dorsett has
wall of aminers' clinic at Cabin dropped
his goal from 1,500
yards to 1,000 yards in his rookie
season in the National Football
League, but the flashy Heisman
Trophy winner says most of all he
would like to play in the Super
Bowl.
"Sure, I'm aware of the yards I
Dorsett. "You look up
presenting its recommendations atget,"thesaid
WASHINGTON A
and if you can
presidential task force seeking to to Carter today. ACarter aide read youscoreboard
know how many yards
bolster the troubled steel industry has said that Carter is undecided you've got."
is recommending ways to in- whether to follow them.
Dorsett posted the third most
crease industry earnings by $900 After the White House briefing prolific
day by arookie running
million. measures which could by Solomon for senators and back in NFL
history, gaining 206
raise import prices and, in turn, congressmen from steel states, yards in a National
Conference
cost consumers more.
Eastern
Division
clinching 24-14
Schweiker
declared:
"Never
The impact would be on just before has any administration viQtory over Philadelphia
Sunabout everything made of steel. labored
day.
so long about so much
But the task force says the and produced
.
"If
I
do
get
1,000
yards,
fine
so
little."
increases would not be unduly
well," said collegiate footlarge.
He said the task force report and
ball's leading all-time ground
includes amechanism for special gainer.
"If I don't and we are
The recommendations en- tariffs on low-priced foreign steel
Ican't complain."
countered sharp criticism today but fails to specify the minimum winning,
who has been averagfrom members of Congress who price that would trigger the fees. ingDorsett.
5.6 yards per carry, boasted in
were invited to the White House"" Schweiker said the report also training
camp
he would get 1,500
to hear details of the proposals. fails to include tax writeoffs for
But an injury kept him
Sen. Richard Schweiker, R-Pa., industry pollution controls. yards.
from learning the intricacies of
said the task force report was
offense. Then there was
hardly "a Band-aid."
In addition. the senator said, Landry'sveteran
Preston Pearson
The task force. headed by there is no change recommended 13-year
beat out.
Treasury Undersecretary in worker assistance and com- to Now,
Dorsett needs just 165
Anthony Solomon, was formally munity loans.
yards in Dallas' final regular
season games against San Francisco and Denver.
Actually, Dorsett could get his
1,500 yards if you want to count
post-season play. Dallas is
a~sured at least a first-round
playoff berth Dec. 26 in Texas
WASHINGTON Employers federal courts two pregnancy Stadium.
may deny pregnant workers sick benefit cases used to reach
pay but cannot deny them today's decision. one from
seniority penefits during their Tennessee and the other from
pregnancy leave, the Supreme California.
The women in the two cases
Court ruled today.
had won victories
In its second major decision on decided today
courts. Those victories
pregnancy in a year, the court inwerelower
upheld as far as seniority
relied heavily on its prior ruling
benefits are concerned but now
that denied women workers the appear
in jeopardy over their
right to have pregnancy benefits
claims.
included man employer's health sick-leave
Nora Salty had worked for the
insurance program.
1',ashville Gas Co. for more than
But the justices drew adistinc- three
years when she became
tion over seniority benefits, citing
in 1972. She did not
a difference in "benefits" and pregnant
receive sick-leave benefits during
"burdens."
her
maternity
because
"Here, by companson, the company policyleave excluded
Nashville Gas Co.has not merely
refused to extend to women a pregnancy as an "illness" covered
.
benefit that men cannot and do by the plan.
not receive but has imposed on When Mrs. Salty was able to
to work, she learned that
women asubstantial burden that return
men need not suffer," Justice her job had been abolished and
William H. Rehn4uist said for that she had lost seniority rights
to bid for another job within the
the court.
The court sent back to lower comp,rny.

CHARLESTON-Dismal
cold and snow over much of the
nation marked the first day of the
nationwide coal strike Tuesday as
160,000 ~ners began the last
weeks before Christmas without
salaries or medical insurance.
From Virginia to Wyoming
and Alabama to Illinois,
members of the United Mine
Workers union struck the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association. UMW President
Arnold Miller said it would bring
"hardships and human tragedy"
and said the BCOA was to blame.
"It is now obvious that they
never wanted an agreement and
that they're trying to break this
union," Miller said.
He began a tour of the coal
fields in his home state of West

Tony Dorsett
changes plans;
sets new goal

Strike benefits diminished Steel industry's
due to effects on others problems studied

It's strike time again in the coal fields.
reduction in business. Families whose men
As usual, miners believe they are justified ·are not working will not have the money to
in striking. Unfortunately, effects of acoal buy anything except necessities. Some will
strike are not limited to only coal miners, not be able to afford even those.
their families and coal companies.
Railroads have already furloughed some
Along strike could bring more western
workers in anticipation of the strike. coal into use by companies. Western miners
Utilities and industries using coal have rexently negotiated a new contract calling
stockpiled it to sec them through the strike. for $100-per-day pay. This increase in pay
But Arnold Miller, president of the United will result in increased coal prices. ComMine ,Workers of America, says the miners panies using coal will then raise the price of
are prepared to strike for three months. If their products to the consumer. This all
this comes to pass, even the stockpilers will adds up to another round of inflation,
face shortages. More jobs would be unemployment and economic instability.
I>erhaps Arnold Miller might be wise to
jeopardized.
With the loss of income by miners, local take alook at what happens to others when
merchants will soon begin to feel the there is astrike? (WMH)
'

·Student Government:
abolish, not reorganize
After years of waiting, we have been
informed that students will have an opportunity to vote on changes in the structure of
Student Government.
How long has this idea been kicking
around? Reorganization of S,tudent
Government was part of the re-election
campaign in spring, 1976, of former Student
Body President Torn Searls. But during his
final term of office, the reorganization never
occured.
His vice president at the time was Rick
Rarnell, present student body president.
Rarnell also used reorganization of Student
Government as part of his campaign this
spring. Rarnell said later that the
reorganization would be presented this fall
for students to approve or disapprove.
Now, in the manner of his predecessor,
Ramell has delayed any chances of
reorganization for another semester. He
says he hopes his proposal can be voted on in
Febraury.
In his proposal, Rarnell would replace
the present Student Senate with aboard of
directors. Students would either run for
specific positions or be elected at-large and

Letters

be appointed by the student body president.
We suggest Ramell add another proposal
to the February ballot. It would read,
"Should Student Government be abolished?" We urge that Student Government not
be modified, but eliminated.
The fact that it takes years to even develop
a reorganization proposal indicates they
type of organization Student Government
is. Although Ramell is responsible for any
proposals, senate members should have
been pressing him to put up or shut up about
reorganization.
Why waste any more money by having a
special referendum in which few students
would participate to approve/disapprove a
worthle~s change in student bureaucracy.
We waste enough money by paying suposed
student leaders asalary. Let's not add to the
waste.
Any government supported by so few
people as MU's Student Government is
would have either fallen apart or been
overthrown years ago. If Student Government was worthwhile, more students would
be interested. Since they are not, can there
be any doubt as to what should be the future
of Student Government. (WM H)

this semester. Letters-to-theed1tor must be received by noon
Thursday to be included in
Friday's edition.
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Fire fatalities mounting;
fireman strike continues

persons have died
LONDON-A young mother Fifty-nine
Britain's 33,000 full-time
refused to leave her three scream- since
struck 22 days ago in
ing children in their burning firemen
of their pay demands.
home Monday and died with support
That's an average of about 2.7
them in the worst single fire deaths
compared to an
tragedy since Britain's firemen averageperof 2day,
who die each day
walked off the job three weeks with regular.8firefighters
on the
ago. But pre-strike predictions of job,
high death tolls and aBritain m and much lower than anflames have not materialized. ticipated.
The fractional reduction in
!'lietghbors shouted to Cheryl deaths was attnbuted to the extra
Dale, 24, to Jump from her fire precautions taken by Britons
bedroom window, but she would since the strike began.
not leave the children, Maxine, 6, Joined in their walkout by
Jason, 3. and Lisa, 2. The most of the country's 9,000 partchildrens' father, William Dale, time firemen and alarge number
escaped the blaze at their of the 4.000 senior fire officers,
Wisbech home about 100 miles the strikers are holding fast to
northeast of London, and was their demands for a30 per cent
taken to the hospital in shock. wage hike.

Students Investigate
Christian Science
Christian Science Reading Room
located at 51 49th St.,
Huntington, W.Va.
Phone 522-2784

'

Advent's new release of Handel's Messiah, performed by the
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston under the direction of
Thomas Dunn, allows the music to be heard as never before.
The performing forces are ,of the size and composition that
Handel himself used.The performance style, including the use
of the soloists as the backbone of the chorus, is also true to
Handel's own intent and practice. And the flawless Process
CR/70 recording reveals all the textural subtlety of the music.
We think that anyone with alove of Baroque music (and an
appreciation for music heard in context) will want to hear and
own this unique, crystal-clear performance.

The Parthenon

Residents have complained
that they were not given an
opportunity to air their views on
which of three sites was preferred
for location of the new stadium.
The matter was added to
Tuesday's agenda after Del.
Clyde Ritchey, D-Monongalia,
appealed before the Regents .at
their "work session" Monday.
"I think the people have had
very long advance notice about
the plans... and there have been
several opportunities" for people
to express themselves, Morton
said.
Member Sue Farnsworth of
Wheeling agreed that Morgantown area residents had opportunities to express themselves.
but she felt the; should be heard
again.

PAID FOR

We buy back all
textbooks that are
currently in print.
50 %given on all
texts being used the
following semester.

Messiah
As Handel Heard It.

F- nday's edition of The
Parthenon will be the last for

CHARLESTON The Board
of Regents decided Tuesday over
objections from Chancellor Ben
Morton that Morgantown
residents should have an opportunity to sound off on the
proposed location for a new
football stadium.
The Regents directed the consulting engineers on the $20
million stadium project to take
another look at several issues
which have been raised since the
Regents selected a site for the
stadium last month on the old
West Virginia University golf
course and near the medical
center.
In addition, the Regents will
ask the engineers to hold apublic
forum after its new studies are
completed.

Supreme Court ruling
aids pregnant employes

(On Advent Process CR/70 Cassettes:)

Tht Parthenon upubluhrd by studrnts at Marshall Un,Y('rJity
u., u lohuratorr all-campus n('wspapu, II i.s finanrrd rnnul;
1l1r,iu!{h rt''llt'flU('sfrum odvt'rtising and stud('nt subsrr,ptionfus.
Tht' tditor is tht final
on news cont('nl and cannot bt
(l'II\Oft'd in wmphmx . ._, h 1hr F,rn Amrndmtmfrudom o/thr
,,,,. ,.\_EJuorials and t·ummrntun· arr nut nur.uar,/y the upmion
11/ lfunhalf !Jtudrnts.jaru/11. admmutrators ur tht' Dtrortmrnt of
J,,urno/1.,m
l11dmduol1 1-1 uh a wmplamt ohout Tht Parthenon should

Stadium site input
sought by Regents

yTIH Auociated Press

1235 Third Avenue
Huntington, W.Va.
529-1941
3808 MacCorkle Avenue
SE Charleston, W.Va.
925-3365
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Jlt col~ no ,na,w lo

Holiday shopping hours :
Weekdays till 8:00 pm, Saturday 10:00 to 6:00

Remember to use Stationer's
convenient Textbook Reservation.

I
525-7676
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Faculty attitudes to be surveyed

Legal services available
for W. Va. poor and aged

What do you do when your
landlord refuses to fix the hole in
your wall and your paycheck
barely equals the rent?
Depending on individual circumstances, you may want to
contact the West Virginia Legal
Services Plan, Inc. Legal Services provides a whole range of
benefits for people in the lowincome bracket, according to
John Kemp, who was recently
, named the new director of the
regional office in Huntington.
Although he declined to
specify at what income level a
person would qualify for legal
assistance, Kemp stressed that
many factors are considered in
determining individual eligibility.
The West Virginia Legal Services Plan, Inc., 1s aprivate, nonprofit organization that provides

civil legal assistance to the poor
and elderly in West Virginia. It is
an independent organization that
operates under, and is funded
through, the Legal Services Corporation Act of congress, said
Kemp.
"Most cases are referred out to
attorneys at the present time,"
Kemp said, "but one of his
immediate goals as the new
director is to create a staff
attorney system." He also said he
plans to increase the output of
information about the law and
the legal services available to the
community.
Emphasizing the need for
better informing the public of
their legal rights, Kemp said,
"The law 1s a tool, and unless
someone knows how to, and does
use it, then the law just sits there
and nothing happens."

Advisory committee
chairman named

Clarence I: . Porter. vice president of The Security Bank of
Huntington, has been elected
• chairman of the advisory committee for the Clerical Studies
Program at Marshall's Community College, according to Dr.
Paul D.Hines, vice president and
dean of the Community College.
Other committee members
announced by Hines are Carl M.
Callaway, Certified Public Accountant with the Callaway,
' Trainer and Wright accounting
firm of Huntington; Jayne S.
Martin, administrative assistant,
Guaranty National Bank; Paul

Mussman, branch manager, Dictaphone Corp.; and Nancy· H.
Taylor, Word Processing Center
director, Huntington District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Jane Page is coordinator for
the two-year clerical program
which leads to an associate degree'
in applied science.
The advisory committee helps
plan and develop curriculum
changes and expansions. It also
assists in recruitments of
students, the formulation of goals
and evaluation of the over-all
program, according to Page.
~

Orienteering support gains
popularity at Marshall

"Orienteering, a sport in' volving a map and compass, is
' beginning to gain popularity
' around Marshall University,"
according to Cpt. Philip A.
Harpold of Marshall Army
ROTC.
"It's a timed sport involving
cross country navigation with a
map and compass," said Harpold. Orienteering involves more
than just skill with amap though,
it also takesa great amount of
physical endurance.
fhe average orienteering
course is two to six kilometers
long and for the fastest time, the
competitor should run in order to
win. "You can be the best
compass and map reader in the
world but if you can't run very
tar. then you better hang 1t up,"
said Harpold.
Even though the Community
College is considering offering a
course m orienteering, most
participanb agree 1t takes some
10d1V1dual practice. "The sport
mcompasscs some hidden skills
that make it more competitive
than 1t looks and takes alot of
training that you really can't get
in the class." said Harpold.

UPTOWNER
BEAUTY
SALO-N
1438 4th Ave.

Contemporary Hairstyles
for both males &females.
The stylists to serve you:
- Dennis Weaver
- Gene Patton
- Carolyn Mccomas
- Ernst Chambers
- Teresa Urian has joined
our staff.
Phone 523-3851
Parking

Although most of the cases
handled by Legal Services involve deeds, wills, Social Security
and Welfare problems, landlordtenant grievances, and property
repossessions, Kemp said there
are only two major criteria they
must observe in accepting or
rejecting acase.
As stipulated by the Legal
Services Corporation Act,
Kemp's office cannot accept
criminal cases nor "feegenerating" cases, i.e., a case in
which one party expects to
"recover alarge sum of money."

John Kemp, new regional
director in Huntington for
the West Virginia Legal
Services Plan, Inc., which
provides civil legal
assistance to the poor and
elderly in West Virginia.

Almanac
Almanac is publishrd daily as acalrndar of
upcomint rYrnts and hap{Hnints ofintrrrst to thr
Marshall community. Urms should be submittrd
to Tlrr Parthrnon ojjicr, Smith Hall Room JI J,
prior to JO a.m. on thr day IN/orr publication.

Meetings

An organizational staff
meeting for next semester's
Parthenon will be conducted
lhursda1at 3:30 p.m. mSmith
Miscellaneous
Richard Turner and Susan Hall Room 330.
Sanders will appear in a joint Crescent Club. affiliate of
recital today at 8p.m. in Smith Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Recital Hall.
will meet Thursday at 9: 15 at the
Lambda Chi house.
The Office of Student Life will
sponsor an informal coffee today Movie
from 9:30-11:30 a.m. in the "Godspcll" will be shown
president's dining room in I--r1day at 7:30 p.m. mthe MultiMemorial Student Center. The purposc Room.
coffee is for the presidents of all
student organizations and Coffee House
designated members.
Cath} Keller will perform on
acoustical guitar Friday and
rhe Huntington Police Saturday at 9p.m.
Department's Crime Prevention
Unit-will sponsor the film "How Greeks
1o Say No To a Rapist and Kappa Alpha will have a
Survive," Thursday at 9p.m.on Bluegrass tg1f with Phi Mu today
the ninth floor of South Hall. at 8:30 p.m. All rushces invited.

_Registered nurses say
to pamper colds, flu

Marshall University Army
ROTC participated in an
orienteering meet entering eight
students at WVU on Oct. 22 and
took first place in the individual
novice class and first place team
novice. Marshall competed
against such schools as VMI,
University of Akron, WVU,
Davidson College and Western
M1chigan University.
Dale Lyons, Huntington
junior, took overall first placem
the individual catagory.
Kim Guy, Shady Springs
junior said, anyone who likes to
be challenged mentally and
physically would like onentecrmg.

"Baby yourself."
!"hat's the most important
treatment for colds and flu,
according to Joyce Stufflebean,
registered nurse at Student
Health Services.
Winter is not necessarily the
time of year when colds are most
abundant. Stufflebean said. rhe
number of colds stay about the
same year round. Most colds are
caused by a virus easily passed
among students living mcrowded
conditions. "Attitude 1s also
important," she added, "If you're
feeling lousy you can talk
yourself into being sick,"

Stufflebean said that if a
student gets a cold, he or she
should stay in bed, keep warm,
take aspirin and dnnk plenty of
fluids. "Baby yourself. If you feel
like you have the symptoms for a
cold or flu. then come in soon to
llcalth Services. You can get
mcd1cat10ns from a nurse, who
can get }OU through fast. If you
have atemperature, you will need
to sec adoctor,"she said.
Stufflebean added that flu
shots arc available as a
precautionary measure to all
students

The Univers1ry Singers will
present afree winter concert at 8
p,m. Tuesday, in Old Mam
Auditorium.
The so-called "pop music
group" of Marshall University's
Music Department, the 18
student-singers will present
special arrangements which include hits by Barry Manilow,
Stevie Wonder. Donnie and
Mane Osmond, and Blood,
Sweat and Tears, according to

Dr. Wendell Kumlein,d1rcctor of
the music department.
rhc program will feature singmg and dancing by the smgers
accompanied by aseven-member
instrumental group.
The group has performed in
Washington, D.C.. at the Greenbrier mWhite Sulphur Springs,
at the 1977 Forest Festival in
Elkins,the Snow Shoe Ski Resort
and at the Huntington Civic
Center for theMiss Teenage West
V1rg101a contest

Full-time Marshall faculty
members have been requested by
aletter, Nov. 28, to express their
opinions in a faculty attitude
survey to be mailed this week.
The purpose of the so-called
Plumley Survey is to allow
faculty to comment on existing
conditions at MU in governance,
job secunty, salary, "administrative trust," morale and
work load, according to Virginia
D. Plumley, assistant professor
and director of the Learning
Resources Center.
Faculty members also will be
asked to comment on "the
desirability of initiating collective
bargaining on campus to cover
faculty concerns," she said.
Results of the survey would be
stat1sllcally anaylzed and the

conclusions drawn will be
available upon request by
January.
Plumley is conducting the
study for adoctoral dissertation
as the culmination of sabbatical
studies at Kent State University.
Faculty members participating
in the survey will be assured
anonymity, Plumley said.
Asimilar anonymous survey
was conducted this fall by the
American Association of University Professors.
Dr. Robert S. Gerke, MU's
AA UP president and professor of
English thinks the new survey will
be "more statistically valid."
Gerke has already asked Plumley
to make the results of the survey
available to the AAUP.
Plumley's doctoral adviser, Dr.

Adviser sets goals
for foreign students

More campus and community
involvement with international
students 1s one of the goals of the
new International Student Advisor Judy Miller.
Millcr said she would like to
sec more involvement not only by
civic groups, but individual
townspeople. students and faculty.
Also. according to Miller,
several of the international
students have expressed an interest in presenting parts of their
culture to high school, grade
school and even kindergarten
students.
Another goal for M
illcr is the
revision of the present reg1strat1on form. Although 1t is estimated that there arc more than
200 international students attending Marshall. an allegedly poorly worded segment of the registration form leaves the exact
number unknown.
M,lier said she also feels it 1s
important that someone be at
Orientallon to greet international
students, answer questions and
give practical advice on such
things as housing, finances and
even how to open a checking
account. as well as academic
guidance.
West V1rg101.1 University, according to Millcr. requires mternational students to attend

,.

classes for six weeks m the
summer. four hours a day, five
days a week, for a compulsary
program of intensive English
training worth six credit hours.
During this period students
and their spouses receive an ongomg orientation. For about one
hour each day someone helps
with practical prblems, such as
how to go to the laundrymat or
the grocery store.
Millcr, who\ for five years was
resident director at West Hall
(now Buskirk Hall). received her
A.B. in Political Science from
Marietta College. Marietta,
Ohio. and her M.A. mInternational Affairs from George
Wash, ngton University in
Washington, D.C.
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Roy Caughran of Educational
Administration, Kent State, said
the Plumley study is "a more
intensive study than that of
AAUP."
Caughran said he has "absolute trust mPlumley's ethics,
which demand anonymity to
faculty members who give the
courtesy of reply."
Other people from Kent State
who helped Plumley formulate
the survey were Dr. Carl Spies,
statistical analyst of education
foundations; Dr.Everett Wallen,
professor of educational administration; Dr. Arch Phillips,
chairman of curriculum construction; and William Charron,
labor relations official who
recently spoke on collective
bargaining to MU department
chairmen.
Caughran said the study was
formulated several months ago

because collective bargaining is a
"hot topic" in higher education.
Plumley said she decided to do
the study last fall. while in
internship with Charron.

Laidley resident
toThestand
trial
case of a Marshdll

sophomore arrested Nov. 28 by
campus police in connection with
a series of burglaries in Laidley
Hall will be taken to the grand
jury, said Magistrate Alvie
Qualls.
Sufficient evidence was found
mthe case of Brenda Workman.
19, of Charleston, to be held for
action by the grand Jury on
$1,000 bond, Qualls said. The
decision was made at a
preliminary hearing Friday.

Christmas Plant Sale

Today through Dec. 24th 20% off
All plants, foliage, bonsai, terrarium plants, etc.
Hours daily 10-8
Sunday 1-7
Garden Gate Plant and Gift Shop
Corner of 12th Street and 3rd Avenue
Across from Ponderosa

NOW RE-OPENED
Tite home of the

Super Sub
61516th St•

J 696-9186
CJl

University Sir:,gers to give
winter concert Tuesday

Marshall Memorial Invitational
Basketball Tournament
onFM88
Saturday at 6:50 p.m.
Friday at 6:50 p.m.
Auburn vs. Southern Illinois Consolation Game
Oklahoma State vs. Marshall Championship Game

Sports 88 .. .it's
aln:aost as good as
being there.

WMUL
moo

"PHONE: Mt, AL-- .... 1--e1s KEeP IN ,OUCH~ ..
I Do NT \JAN-r You To foRGt=.T YOUR OL-'D ROOMlf !'

*Now
. .TAKE.. ADW\NTAqE. OF THE. NEW OUT-OF-~TAT~ ONE-MIN\ATE. DIALDIRECT SPECIALS. 21¢ OR LE<.;~ FoR NIGHTahd WEEKEND CALLERS

@c&P lelephone

Even,ngs 5P.M.-11 P.M.Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 P.M.-8A.M.Ev,rynight
Weekends All Day Saturday Unt,I 5PM
. Sund•y
first minute, interstate calls~

Plus tax, excludesAlaska andHawaii.

Heaven or Hell? Herd outplayed by Morris Harvey on home court
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Comment·analysi.s
by Ken Smith

negligible, it's rather obvious the first-year mentor was not pleasecl
with what he had just witnessed on the court.
And Aberdeen wasn't the only one at the refurbished arena who
viewed the contest with displeasure. Aconglomeration of 6,047
Herd Heaven? It was more like Herd Hell.
maniacal fans screamed encouragement to the bumbling syuad as it
Monday night at Memorial Field House was perhaps the most tried to overtake the red-hot Golden Eagles. And more than
embarrassing evening of Stu Aberdeen's coaching career. Fresh off anything else, the crowd played the critical role in Marshall's
awin over rival Morehead State, his mighty Thundering Herd was doomed comeback bid.
•
outshot, outrebounded and outplayed by aminiscule Charleston
Marshall was fortunate the crowd was behind it, for Monday
academy with an enrollment that probably couldn't <JUalify it as a night the syuad needed all the help it could get. After playing the
Charleston college to an 8-8 tie in the early minutes, an Anthony
Class AAA high school.
rhe lascivious lice of losing swarmed over the Marshall team as Young field goal gave the Golden Eagles alead they would not
Morris Harvey College, loser to West Virginia State and Marietta, surrender until midway through the final stanza.
dominated first half play a-nd turned asecond period Herd rally into •
The Herd stumbled to a14-point deficit at 40-26 with less than
an outburst of its own to win 74-71.
"There are a lot of things a close game exposes," Aberdeen two minutes to go in the first half. But two Bunny Gibson 20-foot
jump shots, including a basket with four seconds to go, cut the
reflected after the first basketball travesty of the season.
Eagles' halftime lead to 40-30.
"Youthfulness, the newness of the program-I can live with that.
The crowd made the contest yuite nteresting in the secod period,
But we didn't play worth ado-diddly in the first half."
Aprofound statement. Since the market value of do-diddlies is however. As Herd fans stood and vocally urged on their slumping

Small Green Gal
makes up for size
By ANGELA HAGLER
For The Parthenon
Looking down at Mary Lopez,
it's difficult to believe that she is a
starting player for Marshall's
Green Gals.
Just 5'1' and 110 pounds, she
definitely is one of the smallest
players on the court, if not the
smallest. Has she been hampered
by her lack of height? "Yes and
no," she said. "I have played
against 5'5" guards. all the way up
to 5'8" and when you are up
against that kind of competition,
it's pretty difficult to get off a
shot." She said she makes up for
her lack of height with speed and
<l u1ckness.
Lopez, a Parkersburg junior,
sai6 she became interested in
basketball as a young girl. "I
lived next door to afamily with
12 guys and they had abasketball
court in their backyard and Iused
to go out and play with them,"
she said.
She played basketball for four
years at Parkersburg Catholic
High School and led her team 111
scoring with an average of 20plus points per game. In three
)Cars while she was there, her
C:l{Tl won two State Catholic
championships and a 3-River
Athletic Conference championship.
Green Gal head coach Donna
Lawson said that Lopez will be
depended upon for scoring and
ballhandling duties. Lopez said
that her strength in the game is
her 4uickness and defense.
She said that it is abig change
from high school basketball to
college basketball. "One or two
girls lead their high school teams
and incollegethereare 10-15girls
·who used to lead their high school
teams. she said. The biggest
problem in college basketball 1s
sitting and they might as well get
used to it, because it's the hardest
thing to .idjust to."
"You have anew coach and a
new school and that's the most
important thing," she said. "In
college, the girls are more skilled,
4uicker and taller. They basically
know what they're doing and
college ball 1s twice as hard."
Her advice to high school
players is to see acollege game "to
see what 11 1s all about," she said.
Lopez said she feels that
improvement is being made at
Marshall 111 the women's sports
program. She said, "Last year
was the first year that we had
practice umforms and this year
we're getting tenms shoes but we
had to earn the money by selling
programs at the football games."
Sh.: said that because of the lack
of money for scholarships,
Marshall doesn't attract the
better high school players.

craft
center

1212 Fourth Ave.
Macrame supplie
Beads for jewelrv
Join our
workshops

"I think we need more news
coverage, because if you look in
the Parthenon we have about
four or five lines and the men's
basketball have much more. I
feel that if we have more
coverage, we may be able to draw
acrowd and bring in money," she
said.
"One improvement is that we
get the gym in Gullickson for
practice and last year we had to
practice in the Women's gym."~
Marshall's schedule is more
difficult than most in-state teams
and that's the main reason for last
season's disappointing record,
she said. Marshall only plays two
teams in the state conference
while the other competitors are
the likes of Ohio State, Kentucky,
Morehead State, Kent State and
Louisville, she added.
To"4ualify for the Mid-West
Regionals, March 9-11, tho
Green Gals have to defeat West
Virginia University two out of
three times this season, Lopez
said.
Lopez said her goals for the
season are to yualify for the
regionals and to play to the best
of her abilities. "As aco-captain,
Iwill try to demonstrate not only
my basketball abilities, but my
l'llulu bJ JEU U:AMING
personality as well," Lopez said. Greg Young tries aone hand jump-shot on his way to a15
"I am a person first and that's point game. Young scored 12 of his 15. points in the second
how I want my teammates to half.
think of me."

Men
and women bowlers win conference
U's women's and men's conference is women, 6-0 and 178; Jerome Dinguss, 176; Paul
M
bowling teams fimshed first in a
Southern Intercollegiate Bowling
Conference (SIBC) match at
Eastern Kentucky University last
weekend, according to Kenneth
A. Pemberton, recreation supervisor at Memorial Student
Center.
MU's overall record in the

men, 4-2.
The breakdown of averages in
the women's matches this
weekend is as follows: Tammy
Utt, 176; Jody Whitten, 165;
Terri Bartlett, 158; Linda Ray,
152; and Peg O'Brien, 149.
Men's averages were: Casey
Robinson, 202; Roger Kissinger,

team, Marshall finally began to rally after four minutes had elapseo
in the final half. After Gibson hit a20-footer for two of his gamehigh 30 points and cut the lead to 48-44, Morris Harvey mentor
Rich Meckfessel called a timeout as Herd fans screamed their
approval.
That seemed like the end for the Golden Eagles. Even after two
free throws by Bob Wetesnik snappeed a50-50 tie, the momentum
still was with the green and white. Screaming at the officials for
what he thought should have been agoaltending call, Aberdeen was
charged with atechnical foul. But the antics of the fiery little coach
served their purpose as the already vocal crowd was further
electrified.
"The reason we came back as we did was the crowd," Aberdeen
said. "It increased the intensity in our play."
The Herd, of course, went on to take the lead and boasted a58-55
advantage with just less than seven minutes to go.
Young, the Eagles' 6' 6" freshman center, hit afree throw to tie
the score at 58-all with 6: 18 to play. Despite giving away four inches
and 20 pounds to Marshall's 6' 10" senior Danny Hall, the
youngster outscored his mammoth opponent 11 to nine and
outrebounded him eight to four.
After Marshall regained the lead, Morris Harvey scored six
straight points for an advantage it never surrendered. And the
Eagles weren't about tq blow i_!._
The lead was extended to six at 71-65, and the Herd fans gave up
in disgust and began to file out of the arena. The Herd was forced to
foul in avain attempt to regain possession of the ball, but the Eagles

Final Invitational to host 3top teams

The Marshall Memorial Invitational Basketball Tournament reaches its end Friday and
Saturday nights. MU will cohost the West Virginia Classic
with West Virginia University
next year.
Southern Illinois will play
Auburn University at 7 p.m.
I' riday and Marshall will take on
Oklahoma State at 9p.m. The
semi-finals will be played Saturday at 7p.m. and the finals at 9
p.m.
Aban4uet will be held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Student

Center Multi-purpose Room and
is open to the public.
Dr. Everett N. Roush, director
of alumni affairs, said the ban<JUet is usually an entertaining
event with coaches being introduced and yuips of players
and games being discussed.
The Marshall University
Alumni Association originated as
the Marshall University Invitational Tournament in 1967
and renamed it the Marshall
Memorial lnvitational (MMI) in
1970 in memory of those lost in
the plane crash at the Huntington

the University of Kentucky and Middle Tennessee University.
Marshall was beaten by UK, 48-2, in Lexington, Ky., in the first
of two matches and then fell to Middle Tennessee, 29-20, Saturday.
"It was adisaster," Marshall Coach Bob Barnett said, noting that
Kentucky is ranked sixth in the nation. Middle Tennessee did a
good job and out-wrestled the Herd s4uad although injuries
hampered his team, he added.
The wrestlers suffered six pms out of 10 weight classes against
Kentucky and got its only points when Dan Coyle drew 5-5 with the
Wildcats' John Waters 111 the 167 pound event.
Against M1ddle Iennessee, Marshall's Chap Fay won the first
event. the 118 pound class, but lost the next five events on four
dec1s1ons and apin. The Herd came back with decisions won by
Coyle and Jeremiah Gagnon at 190and apin by David Coyle at 177
before Ernie Collins decisioned DeRoy Sparks, 14-3.
MU will meet Virginia Tech Saturday at Blacksbug, Va.

Merry Christmas from

Old Main Auditorium
ec.13,Tuesday
:00p.m.
I

wrist watch as amemento of the
tournament.
Alumm and students are
provided block seating at the
games.
Tickets are available in the
Memorial Student Center and
the Alumni Office until Friday.
Tickets can also be obtained from
the Athletic Ticket Office.

~

Call for appointment to fit your class
schedule. We have anew bonus program.
New extended hours...donate after class or
work. 7:00 am to 6:30 pm on Monday and
Wednesday. 7:00 am to 3:00 pm on Tuesday,
Thursc,fay and Friday.
Bring Student I.D.

·.j

HYLAND Donor Center

C.U for appointment 697-2800
631 FHrth
.
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a
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foroneveryone
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shopping list

RELATIVE
SPECIAL TITLES
___ Mother __________ Fine Folks
___ Father
House to House
___ Wife
Neighbor
___ Sweetheart
From Our House
---... Husband
Across the Miles
____ Parents
Special Friend
___ Sister, Sister &
Baby's First
---- Husband
Bondholder
- Brother, Brother
Moneyholder
&Wife
Christmas Cheer
Christmas Birthday
_______ Teacher
Daughter &
-Hllsband _________ Boss
-Son, Son &Wife ______ Doctor
---- Gift Enclosure
RELIGIOUS TITLES
---Rosary
___________
Priest
---------Sister
_________
Pastor
------Cousin
_____ Aunt_ Uncle
In God's Service
_____ Godparents __ Minister and Family
____ Godchild ____ Pastor and Wife
__ Boxed Christmas Cards --Christmas Gift Wrap
_Jags. Seals. and Tape -Christmas Party Goods
__ Christmas Ribbon &Bows

18 Singers/Dancers
plus a7piece band

)'

Tri-State Airport on Nov. 14 of
that same year.
Hospitality is stressed during
this event, said Roush, with
escort service for teams and
coaches being provided. Fruit
baskets are prepared and placed
in the rooms of all participants
and members of each team and
coaching staff are given an MM I

Help yourself
Marshall wrestling team by
helping others.
suffers
double
defeat
Receive
up to $60
amonth
by donating on
!he MU wrestlers suffered double defeats over the weekend to
aregular blood
plasma
program.

Harless, 175; and Glen Whitt,
162. Mike Holland bowled two
games with an average of 175.
Eastern Kentucky University,
Western Kentucky University
and Morehead State are the other
members of the SIBC. Marshall's
teams will play at Western Kentucky this weekend.

POPS
CONCERT
Featuring The University Singers

hit six of eight free throws in the final minute to hang on for the win.
And that was it.
What lies in store for the Herd now? Will it follow the pattern of
the football team-win two out of the first three and then fold? Or
will it come back from this utterly humiliating setback?
First things first. Morris Harvey shot asizzling 56.7 per cent
from the floor as opposed to 43.8 for the Herd. Emil Boatwright, a
sophomore guard who paced Logan High School to anumber one
state AAA regular season ranking two years ago, was also hot as he
hit nine of 14 field goal attempts to lead the Eagle attack. The
offensive catalyst for Morris Harvey in the first half, Boatwright
scored 14 of his 20 points in the initial period.
So the visitors played remarkably well against major college
competition. And the Herd reciprocated by exhibiting some very
shaky basketball. Harley Major scored only four points and
ultimately fouled out of the contest. And although Gibson found
the scoring touch that netted 30 points in the season-opening win
over Robert Morris, it wasn't enough to overcome subpar
performances from the rest of the S<Juad. The taller Marshall
players were even outrebounded 34-30.
•
Stu Aberdeen is not a man to take losing lightly. Even as the
cockroaches of catastrophe inch toward his S<JUad and carry with
them visions of another 8-19 season, the new coach is not about to
let his charges continue the slump. For if Marshall will win for
anyone, it will win for Stu Aberdeen.
But for the former Tennessee associate coach, the road to success
is looking longer and longer and longer...

I

I

I

1 I

I

'

Marshall University Bookstore
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BulletinBoard... policies differ
Did you ever use the bulletin
boards on campus to announce a
function or to advertise
something for sale or rent? Did
you wonder if you did it correctly? There are guidelines to follow.
The two cork boards at the
entrance to Memorial Student
Center are informal boards for
student use, according to W.
Don Morris, manager of the
center. Notices are to be dated
and may be left up for one week,
he said. The parts encased in
glass arc reserved for use by the
Placement Office.
The larger boards inside the
Center are for University related
notices, such as Student Activity
announcements, Artist Series
dates and sports events, Morris

said, adding that all such signs
must be approved, dated, and
stamped by his office, and that
size is limited to 14 by 18 inches.
Policies are made by the
Student Center Governing
Board, which consists of 10
members, six of whom are
students, said Morris. "Nothing
is to be put on the walls or posts.
We try to keep the building as
presentable as possible."

If you did not obtain acopy of
this year's student directory and
you want one, there are more
available at the main desk of
Memorial Student Center, Student Body President Rick
Ramell. Cross Lanes senior said.
Some students complained of
not receiving a directory, but
Ramcll said all 6,000 of the
directories printed this year were
not distnbuted at one time and
there arc more available to those
who did not pick one up.
Ramell said the purpose of the
student directory is to provide the
names, addresses and phone
numbers of the students as well as
the centrex numbers of the
various university departments
and offices. The directory also
contains yellow pages for local
advertisers.

The directories are -provided
for students free of charge, and
arc printed at no cost to tha
university. Ramell said advertising revenues pay for the printing costs.
!he Artists Series department
was in charge of publication for
this year's directory while Student Government was responsible for distribution and promotion. Ramcll said.
The major complaint from
students regarding the directory
1s that names and addresses are
often incorrect. Ramell said all
information for publication is
obtained from the registrar's office.
Ramcll suggests," Anyone who
moves should contact the
n:gistrar's office immediately.
!hen they will be sure their
address will be correct next year."

"The only requirement
is that the notices don't
violate anyone's rights"
-Karl J. Egnatoff

Extra directories
available in MSC

Bulletin boards in other
bulidings do not follow the same
policies. Carl J. Egnatoff, vice
president for Administration
said, "The boards in the
classroom buildings and in Old
Main are for use by the University community and were supplied
to avoid property damage. The
boards not specified as
departmental, faculty or
--Custodial arc for general use and
no permission is re4uired. The
only regulation is that notices
don't violate anyone's rights."
Egnatoff said the specified
boards are maintained by the
assigned department and the
general boards are "more-or-less
self policing."
Dr. Dorothy R. Johnson,
chairman of the Department of
Speech, said that she would not
remove notices for student services, such as typing term papers,
from the departments board, but
that she would take down annoucements for fraternity parties,
for example. She said that she
prefers to reserve the board for
Speech related activities.
M1ke Santoro, residence director 'of Twin Towers East said,
"Any student or University
department is welcome to use the
residence hall boards, but it
should be cleared through the
directors of the dormitories. He
said that anyone who puts asign
up is responsible for takmg it
down. "We haven't been getting
much cooperation on that," he
added.
Physical Plant Operations will
clear all the boards at the end of
each semester, said Egnatoff.
Accord mg to aspokeswoman for
the operation, they are also
{esponsible for making the
hoards. putting them up, and
taking them down when they are
worn out or to be moved.

Student Activities offers
spring break beach trip
Atrip to Miam1 Beach, Fla., is being offered
for the spnng break by the Travel Committee of
the Office of Student Activities, Stuart A.
Meyers, Silver Springs, Md., freshman and
chairman of the Travel Committee said.
Students will leave Huntmgton on a"deluxe"
Greyhound bus at noon on Sunday, March 19
and will arrive in Miami Beach at noon the
followmg day. It is asix-day, five-night trip.
Students will leave Miami Beach at 4 p.m.
Saturday, March 25, and arrive in Huntington
at noon. Sunday, March 26, Meyers said.
Ihe tnp will cost $169 per person, with four
people to a room. Those wishing double
occupancy rooms will pay $15 extra, Meyers
said. Adeposit will be re4u1red at adate to be
announced. Payment must be made in full
before the trip.
Included in the trip are free tennis, acocktail
party, access to the hotel's king-sized swimming
pool, free lounge chairs, six per cent Florida
room tax, and baggage handling, according to
1',ancy P. Hmdsley, director of the Office of
Student Activities.

A\\ The
News
That Fits!

rood is not included, Hmdsley sa1ti.
There is arestaurant and anightclub in the
hotel, Meyers said. Golf and fishing are
available nearby.
• !he tnp is open to students, faculty, and staff
on afirst-come, first-serve basis, Hindsley said.
The bus will hold 45 people. Students may sign
up for the trip in Memorial Student Center,
Room 2W40.
Everyone going on the trip must sign awaiver
stating that Marshall University is not responsible for the trip, Hindsley said.
An optional insurance policy is available at
$IO per person, she added.
"The trip was set up mainly for the students,"
Meyers said. "We {the Travel Committee)
thought Miam1 Beach would be nice and warm.
We'll go down to Miami Beach and get a
suntan."
Meyers added that students might want to
start saving money now for the trip.
The tnp has been arranged through Travel
Umbrella mNew York City, Hindsley said.

Weather
Dog Days
Ahead

Wiener King
Captures
Frankfooter!
Produce~
Mass}-\otdog.,

Rame/1 supports prayer
to open senate meetings

Student Body President Rick
Ramcll, Cross Lanes senior, says
he believes Student Senate
should open its Tuesday night
sessions with aprayer.
Last year, senate voted to open
each session with aprayer but has
d1scontmued it this semester,
Ramell said.
"It was voted on last year to
begin each session with aprayer
and, at that time, Ithought it was

Photo by MARK DIERINGER

'Barrowling 'right along

Buildings and Grounds workmen are con- and Elm Street. The fence is being built to
structing afence around the future location protect passersby from the construction
of Building Bon the corner of Fifth Avenue area.

More permits lead
to fewer tickets
Adecrease in student parking
violations this semester apparently is due to the availability of 300
more parking permits, according
to Donald Salyers, director of
Marshall Security.
The increase of permits is the
result of the openings of several
parking areas for dormitory and
commuting students. Security
i\sues more than 500 permits to
students, compared to last year's
180, Salyers said.
An average of 35-50 parking
violations are issued per day by a
team of 11 student officers. Acar
can receive up to three warning
tickets before it will be towed, he
said. Salyers emphasized acar
can be towed on the first offense if
the violation is one such as
parking in a fire lane, blocking
another car or fire hydrant, or
parkmg in an exit.

Eight to 10 cars are towed
during aweek, with the majority
taken to Economy Garage, according to Salyers. He said this
makes it easier for the students to
retrieve their cars. Before the car
is released, atowing charge of$ I0
and aone dollar per day storage
fee must be paid.
No campus fine system for
towmg cxi!J6. although Salyers
said the idea is being considered.
If that proposal 1s put into effect,
the violator would have to pay
the garage charge pl-us an additional campus fine, mhopes of
reducmg the number of violators.
Salyers said as the university
continues to grow, so will parking. He cited the nearcompletion of alot on 19th Street
and Third Avenue as another step
to improve the outlook on parking problems

Planning aDisco
for the holidays.
all Universal Sound
29-34 74after 5:3
Tonight·
7:20•9:C5
Sat. Sun. Mat.
ONE SHOW ONLY FRI. 12 MIDNIGHT
DAVID IN "TtiE MAN WHO
BOWIE . FELL TO EARTH"
PG 2:20-4:45

position, the coffee will help her
become ac4ua111ted with leaders
and members of student government. Thomas also is acting
coordmator of student groups
and organizations until the position can be permanently filled.
She said she hopes the event will
help her "discover the needs of
the student organizations, and,
hopefully, how to fill them."
Other members of the Student
Affairs Offices also will be present at the coffee.

Now appearing

lbe story of ayoung,

English footman

who served the
Lady Booby
but loved the

little Fanny.

~~
-- ~ - .
KEITH.:ALBEE
I-2-3 m1311 ,

DOWNTOWN

~[El "Oh,God."[El'
1

Student Life to recognize leaders
The Office of Student Life 1s
sponsering an "informal coffee"
Wednesday from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. in the President's Dmmg
Room in Memorial Student
Center. The coffee is open to the
presidents, or designated
members, of all recognized student organizations.
Mary Ann Thomas, associate
dean of student life, said the event
is bemg held to "recogni1e
leadership on campus." Thomas
said since she 1s new to her

TODAY2:00
3:50-5:40-7:30
9:20

Today :25-3:25
5:25-7:25-9:25

The Beach
the best
soundBoys
in CarhaveStereo

Wed. &Thurs. 9to 1
Fri.&Sat.10to2

The

FoxWagon
Band
Southern Ohio's Favorite Boogie Band
♦
♦

Wednesday Night ♦
Early Bird Special ♦

Two drinks for the price of one from 7to 9.
No cover if you arrive before 8.
After 8Cover Charge $1 °0•

OTER Only To Play

D King.
FRANKFWiener
. ,

ndiculous," Ramell said. "You
are going to run into all sorts of
problems, such as whose god are
you going to pray to."
Senate stopped saying the
prayer, but did not vote on the
decision, Ramell said.
"I thmk if they (the senate)
voted to pray they should do it,
even as ridiculous as it is," Ramell
said.

Glass
Onion

©.i7
/

~IG. P □ LJ..JERPLAY..

The Beach Boys know sound.That's why they selected CRAIG
Powerplay systems for their cars.CRAIG Powerplay'sdual amplification
produces over three times more power than virtually any other car stereo.
This componentry feature delivers clearer sound, with less distortion at
all volume levels. Not just more volume. The Beach Boys· Powerplay car
stereos are matched with Powerplay Speakers, which are specifically
designed to handle the extra power

SAVE$30
Was
$149.98

NOW
$119.98

~~-r-

~
I G.
Model T202

Cassette FM Radio
Automatic reverse

Rash's CB Center

615 16th St.
at the top
of JJ's
3604 Waverly Road Rt. 60 West Huntington W.Va. 429-4406

•
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Atquality
Schlitz,
1S• tnOre
than~
brewing
great beers•••
its atradition.

Snowball
Having aball in the snow
meant just that t~ approximately 20 students in
the area of Hodges Hall
Tuesday afternoon as balls
of the white stuff filled the
air in combat.

d
l\lihtBEEH
1Ol(nJhCC
We deliver
draught beer.
BRISBIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
801 Adams Ave. Ph. 523-6390

1977 Jos. Schiltz Brewina Comoanv. Milwaukee,Wis

Mini
Ads
Classified

(~_J_os_s____) Hair(SERVICES)
Styling
FACTORY-WAREHOUSE JOB OPEN•
ING :Second and weekend shifts open. If you
have one or t1NO days free from classes please
apply. MANPOWER, 421 6th St. 529-3031.
YOUTH SUPERVISOR wanted, $2.50 hr., 20
hr. per week. 4p.m. to 8p.m. Monday thru
Fnday. C.,11 523-0281 after 1:30 p.m.

HAIR STYLING razor and hair .:uttmg.
Rulfll'r franchised. Mdys B.ubenng &Styling.
1009 20th St. 522 2052. Appointments or walk
n Closed Mo'1day

Office Equipment

REPAIRS RENTALS aU ""wand used office
nachines, protection tear gas_ Crutcher·s neKt
\0 umverSlty front door parking open Sat.ull 5.
1701 5th Ave 525-1771

WANTED : PERSON 1ntere,ted in conwllli Studenr Government. Contact Rick
RJmell in Mermonal Student Center 2w29 or
call 696-6435.

!>Umensm and consumer protechon to YJOrk

Miscellaneous
RESUMES · Pnnted for less th.,n photocop,es.
50 m,rnmum-$4.22. Same day serv1Ce 1f you do
Ire typmg. MINUTEMAN PRESS, 738 Fourth
Avenue. Huntington

(FOR SALE)

Photos by Greg Smith

TAKE OUT CHINESE FOOD Sweet-Sour
Pork, Pepper $leak, Ch,cken Almond1ne,Chop
Si..ey, Fried Rice, Egg Rolls Qu,ck servtee, top
quahly, ,ow pnces. 11 a.mto 8p.m. Thursday•
Sund.,y. Chef Pauhne at Rollyson's 60120th St.
523 2222.

Auto

Seven senior art majors

exhibit work this week
Seven senior art majors will
exhibit their work this week in the
campus student art gallery
located in the lounge on the Third
Avenue side of Smith Hall.
Representative work will be
displayed by Carol Hawes, Steve
Watts and Richard Bruce, all of
Huntington; Karla Knotts Upton, Buckhannon; Jacqueline
Kinder, Matewan; Debra Rae
Wallace, Point Pleasant, and
Cathy Lynch, Montgomery.
"It's qutte an interesting variety

of work," said June Kilgore.
professor of art and department"
chairman. Exhibition artwork
was selected by art professors
from the students' portfolios.
The students are candidates for
bachelor degrees this month and
the show is part of their course
requirements. Kilgore said. The
senior art show includes various
paintings, graphics and other art
forms.
The gallery is open weekdays
from noon to 4p.m.

WANNA FLY?

our specialty

Steak Subs

SENIORS -TAKE ALOOK !
You are rapidly approaching graduation, and now is the
time to decide how to put your degree to work. Cnsider
the following opportunities :

POSITION

PREFERRED
MAJORS

STARTING
SALARY

Tech Instructor
Pilot-Navigator
Business Managers
lech Managers
Women Officers
General Management
Intelligcnce
R'\J's

Math, Physics, Chem.
Most Majors
Econ, Bus Admm.
Engr, Math, Physics
Other Tech Fields
Most Majors
Most Majors
Poli Sci. Geo. Lang

$11,500
$13,000
$11,500
$14,500
$11,500
$11,500
$11,500
$11,500

BSN

CALL FOR CARRY-OUT

529-7581

SANDWICH SHOP 1521

If any of these positions interest you, contact: U.S. Navy
Officer ~rograms, Citizens Union Bank, Suite 3A2,
Lexington 40507, 606-233-2421 Collect.

II you want to fly and get well paid for it
(over $22,000 in four years) give us acall.
You don't need 20/20 vision for The Flight
Officer Program, but you do need strong
motivation to become part of The Navy's
Aviation Team. CONTACT: NAVY
OFFICER PROGRAMS 233-2421.

'\.

to1 your rut. Leave your
getourouti
• Achance tohing
ne.
clock-punc
• See awhole new way of life.
• Participate in
Project.
aWorthwhile
ou normally
Use more o1 your_ s~~! :;~,~project.see
• do. Get irwolvir~ the ground up.
things happen
VOLUNTEERS SAY:
"The independence, experience
and especially the gratituds of the
people more than make up for
money."
"If you have "heart" for other
people you don't want to let them
down."
Recruiter~ will be on campus December 6th &7th. Sign
up now for interview thru Placement Office, Smith Hall ..

FULL LINE CRAFT SUPPLIES :Macrame
cords, beads, books, rug hooking kits. The
Craft Center 1212 Fourth Ave. 523-4872 Join

Fo■rth

Musical

Awe.

(NOTICES)
Miscellaneous
Army ROTC 696-6450

EUROPE 77-78 no fnlls student-teacher
t.:hJrler flights. Europe Israel, M1deas1, Fareast.
Re~rve Thanksgiving, Xmas, wmter. spring.
Global Travel, 521 F,fth Ave. N.Y.NY 10017
212-379 3532.
Cdrter, one block off W1nchest~r, Ashland.Sell
your hand made Items and good used coals,
Jl"JllS sweaters, and formal wear on consagn.

n~nt.Open 10·4 Tues.-Sat.

Personals

rr;Mi~----------i
IChristmas
I
t.1ltt>r 6:00 p.m.

Now taking applications for qualified people for
Cashier, Doorman and Concession help.
Apply in person Thursday, Dec. 8from 1:00 to 6:00
or Friday Dec. 9from 2:00 to 4:00 and 7:00 to 9:00
at Keith Albee Lobby.

IIICard

..

,. .

TYPING $1.00 per pag<?. Call 697 5720 day>.
736 9873 evening> and ask for Vickie

SECOND HANO ROSE corner of 23rd and

STEREO AMP Yamaha CA-400 30 watts
RMS. $195.00 perfect cond111on. Call 529-6548
KING ZEPHYR Alto Sax, Cost $600, used 9
n•mths, sell $295. Call 696-4039
REVOX A77 Mk Ill w,th case, manual, NAB
,ldJpters, and MXR compander all in excellent
nmd1hon. $600.00 and sony TA l130, 140 watts
RMS excellent cond1hon.$150.00 Call 736-0237

Help Wanted

Typing

NEED ARMY OFFICERS.
PAID TRAINING
AVAIL
QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUALS.

Hobby &Crafts
Olff workshops

VISTA or the
PEACE
CORPS
can help you find it.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!

1973 VW Superbettle, 36,000 miles, new
stocker, ex. cond. Call 525-8346 after 6:00.
1973 MONTE Carlo Landough, AM-FM8
track, A.C. power steering, power brakes and
..iutomattc transm1ss1on. Swivel bucket seats,
c.,11 after 4p.m. 4291497.$2795.00
1972 CHEVROLET Capn, 2door automatic
tr,msm1ss1on, A.C. and power steering. Good
c:ond,llon call after 4p.m.$1795.00

"'I

Help Wanted

ABORTION :FINEST med,cal care ava,lable
G~neral dndlhesia. lmmed1ale dppls. 9a.rn.•9
p.m Toll free 1800-438-8113.

~~~
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1 For just 50 cents for 15 words you can-~
haveZ
a I

message publi~hed in the December 9th I
II holiday
issue of THE PARTHENON.
clip and complete the form below and bring it ••
III JustTheby Smithdeadline
Hall Room 316.
is December 7th at 5:00 p.m.
NAME : ---------- I

I

I

Now interviewing qualified applicants that plan to
be in Huntington through the entire Christmas
season.
Downtown theaters offer part-time jobs in a
friendly atmosphere. If you would hke to be
considered for one of several positions, come by
for an interview from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. Wednesday
or Thursday, Dec. 7 or 8 at the Camelot
Playhouse, downtown 1030 4th Avenue.

I
I
I____________J
1
.PHONE : ----------IMESSAGE :

...

--------

